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Ocoee Boot Camp by Todd McGinnis
as published on https://paddlinh20.wordpress.com/
In early 2014, the Georgia Canoeing Association offered an
Ocoee first timers’ trip. We had nearly 20 people come out to paddle the Ocoee; some were first timers and others were many timers!
I happened to be there that day and was quickly drafted to lead a
portion of the group down the river.
It was a great day but something became evident to me:
some of the paddlers were jumping on the Ocoee a little early. Let
me be clear, I am not a super paddler that knows all but rather a
guy with some river time under his belt. The group had the basics
down pretty well but I noticed that there was refinement needed.
That night, the idea of the Ocoee Boot Camp came to mind.
Bootcamp tends to be an overused term, but it fit in this case. The
goal was to focus on ferries, catching and getting out of eddies,
strokes review and add some new strokes to their repertoire. I drafted some GCA instructors and selected a few rivers across Georgia and
North Carolina and a multi-day Ocoee-focused clinic was born. This
would be a clinic offered to a total of five students and the only
thing they had to do was commit to participating in all sessions and
consider donating $200 to the Atlanta Chapter of Team River Runner.
The Georgia Canoeing Association raised around $1,800 for Team
River Runner through these clinics.
The required skills for a paddler to participate included the
ability to competently maneuver in class II rapids, including the ability to ferry, catch eddies, roll, and adjust their line on the fly. Previous river time is critical and they must have spent time on the

Photo submitted by Rick Thompson
Nantahala, Tuckasegee, Cartecay, or other similar rivers; the amount of
time paddling these rivers should cumulatively equal at least 25 river trips
of class II experience over the past year; a good roll in both flat and
moving water – 100% lake roll and 80% moving water roll.
The club advertised the clinic and to my amazement it quickly
filled up! It blew my mind. We had five students and they were chomping
at the bit to get started. I was not sure if I was excited or nervous that
these five folks put their trust in me and our GCA crew to prepare them
for the Ocoee. Keep in mind this river is one that many in the Southeast
aspire to paddle from the time they start paddling. I interviewed each of
the paddlers and got them ready for the big day. The course starts with

Continued on page 2
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Ocoee Boot Camp, Continued
an evaluation paddle on a local metro river. The metro was a
river that gave us a safe starting point to evaluate each of the
paddlers. From there the group progressed to harder rivers or in
some cases rivers that offered features that could be used to
push their skills.
Most of the group had the basic strokes down and we
needed to simply adjust the techniques. Example would be the
forward stroke. There was not a lot of torso rotation and the
use of vertical forward did not exist. Torso rotation is really
hard for paddlers of all levels and something we all have to
keep in mind. Quickly they started working on the torso rotation
and a more vertical stroke. After that the next set of skills we
addressed with this group were edge control, ferries and eddies.
They were ok in these areas but they needed to become more
confident and aggressive.
Every time we went out we invented new drills and
found new spots to have them work on these skills. First and
foremost it was hammered into them to look at where they
want to go. More than half the battle is won by being focused
on that goal. Additionally, emphasis was placed on having good
speed across the eddy line as well as setting an angle not by
what a book recommends but by what you feel and know about
the river. Another thing we found was that when paddlers eddy
out they sometimes just cross the eddy line and stop. Well that
is good if you want to hang out on the eddy line and throw
down some tricks. If your goal is to get in there and pick your
next move or chill out then that does not work. We wanted
them to drive the boat across the eddy line. If it is a deep
eddy well then go deep. If it is a small and tight eddy get in
there and drive to the top. For ferries it is much the same
story: stay focused, look at your surroundings and what the river
is telling you. Incorporated in these discussions were strokes they
could use to help get to where they wanted to be more effectively. The underlying message was to paddle with a purpose
and think about what you are doing and what you are going to
do.
Once we had them ferrying and eddying with more
confidence we started to introduce new strokes. Many were not
using any type of draw stroke, so we introduced the stern and
bow draw to them. From there we talked about the use of
compound strokes. Drills were offered and they were encouraged
to practice and start using them. It was great to see the folks
start trying these new found techniques and begin putting them

into action.
What I began to see over the course of the multiple sessions was that
many of the participants had days where they were hitting on all cylinders and
off days. This was a positive in my mind because I knew that they were learning
on the off days as well. I see this in a lot of things, such as music and riding.
You sometimes take a step back while learning and then it sinks in and you
take great strides from there. Students would return to the following session
stronger than before. If you asked them they would say they thought about the
feedback they got from their own evaluation of the previous session as well as
the feedback we provided. It is great to watch folks learn and progress.

What was important to note is that these sessions did not happen back
to back. The crew did have off weeks. During the off weeks it was encouraged
they paddle and work on what they had learned. Most of them would go out
and practice. The cool part is they would come back and tell us where they went
and that they also taught some of what they learned to others. Awesome to see
it passed on like that. Paddlers are that way – always encouraging and helping
others.
After all the work they put into the clinic it culminated into an opportunity to run the Ocoee! I will not say that each of the paddlers left the class as
class 4/5 boaters but they did leave it ready to run the Ocoee and do much
more than survive it.

For their run of the Ocoee we met the group at the Middle Ocoee putin and outlined the day’s events. The group would do an Ocoee Lite run which is
below Slice and Dice and ends at Go Forth Creek. Once at Go Forth Creek we
would decide what to do from there; they had the option to take off at Go
Forth. There were a couple swims but all survived the trip to Go Forth. From
there the group elected to run the rest of the river. Two decided to walk Table
Saw and the rest ran it. The two that walked it said never again – they would
rather swim it then walk it. At Diamond Splitter one of crew flipped and rolled
right up in front of the person that at some point told her she would never
have the skills to run the Ocoee – HOW COOL IS THAT! We finished the day
with an awesome group of first timers and dinner.
The story continues – this group returned for round two and they all
had stellar second runs and each successfully ran Table Saw!
In 2015, we had interest in the Ocoee Boot Camp so we offered it
again but with a few tweaks. The clinic size was limited to four folks as opposed
to five. The smaller group is more manageable and they get more of our time.
Additionally we started the clinic earlier in the year and added two more sessions. It became a seven-session clinic as opposed to five. We also diversified the
rivers, thus giving them new rivers and new challenges throughout the course.

Continued on page 3
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Ocoee Boot Camp, continued
The GCA’s 2015 Ocoee Boot Camp just finished and I have
to say it was another awesome crew. It was made up of folks who
had never run the Ocoee to a couple who had dabbled with it.
Those who had run it before felt as though their skills were just shy
of comfortably paddling the river. With this group, the objective was
the same – give them what they need to confidently get down the
river and not just survive it. That said we had to keep in mind that
each group is unique and thus we started the same path: an evaluation paddle and from there we knew who we were dealing with.
The 2015 group all got down the river from below Slice
and Dice to the private boater take out and it was a great day. We
did have one who started at Grumpy’s and he was in the ZONE.
There was only one swim and it was short and sweet. There were
two rolls in Table Saw and they were all smiles. It was really another great group of folks to paddle with.
When the clinic ends the message we drive home to them
though is this – keep working the skills they learned and trust your
skills. If they stop practicing what was learned then bad habits creep
back in. It does not matter if you have been paddling one year or
50 years the basics need to always be focused on.
Many things were accomplished by these two boot camps.
First the GCA raised around $1,800 for the Atlanta Team River Runner Chapter ($1,000 in 2014 and $800 in 2015). Secondly we introduced one the best rivers in the Southeast to a group of boaters.
Finally there are two groups of paddlers out there with the skills to
have fun on the Ocoee.
Thank you to all the paddlers who participated in the class
as well as the GCA instructors and support boaters that took part in
EL
the clinics. I look forward to Ocoee Boot Camp 2016.
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GCA Fall Gala 2015 September 18-20, 2015
The annual GCA Fall Gala will be held September 18—20, 2015 at Smokey
Mountain Meadows Campground.
Trips and classes:
Paddling First Aid 101 with Debbie Reed

9/18 (evening)

French Broad River Trip with Todd McGinnis

9/19

Nantahala Paddle Skills with Mike Winchester

9/19

Hike the mountain trail with Shirley Diem Tharp

TBD

Introduction: Videography of Paddling

TBD

SWR Clinic with David Bazemore & David Peek, Sr.

9/19

Work the Falls with Knox Worde and Marvine Cole

9/19

Nantahala River Trip with Jimmy Jones

TBD

The Saturday evening program is still being planned.
On Friday evening there will be hotdogs and good stuff at the
Pavilion starting at 5pm. The Gala 2015 dinner is Saturday starting at
6pm, BYOB other than cold water. The main dish menu items will include
barbecue chicken and pork or Vegetarian lasagna.
Please email Debbie Reed (dareed55@gmail.com) to confirm
your main food item choice.
If you plan to attend the 2015 Fall Gala, please RSVP on the
GCA webpage and signup. You may follow this link to register: http://
www.gapaddle.com/events/2015/09/gca-fall-gala/.
EL
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New Edition of Georgia Paddling Guidebook Now Available
Story by Suzanne Welander
The second edition of Canoeing & Kayaking Georgia is here! The first
edition, published by Menasha Ridge Press in 2005, uses source material
first published in 1980 by Bob Sehlinger and Don Otey as A Paddler's
Guide to Northern Georgia and A Paddler's Guide to Southern Georgia.
At the start of the project, I thought we'd improve on the 2005 edition
by adding some new creeks to paddle in Southwest Georgia, an obvious
hole in the book's coverage. Once in the weeds of gathering latitude/
longitude coordinates for every single access point, it became clear that this
edition would be far more than a simple update.
The book's written descriptions were revised to incorporate the contemporary conditions that paddlers encounter on each river. Obviously you
can't see what the character of the water is like from space, but you can
see the character of the surrounding environment. A good example is a
section of the upper Chattahoochee River; formerly described as "good for
camping trips," today the river is bordered by what resembles a residential
neighborhood.
Local experts and outfitters provided valuable on-the-water expertise.
With advice from Wildwood Outfitters, section descriptions for the Upper
Chattahoochee River Water Trail were incorporated, and the difficulty level
for selected rapids was revised. The local outfitter in Athens, Big Dogs on
the River, happily reported that their fire department had removed the
rebar hazards from the Middle Oconee River. Easily the most remarkable
river change resulted from the removal of dams to resurrect the Chattahoochee River's whitewater section in Columbus. The Outside World Columbus
provided helpful suggestions for paddling the river there.
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Extended river descriptions: Another 78 miles of river segments
were added to rivers covered in previous editions of the book:
Chattooga River Sections 00, 0, and I; the urban whitewater section
of the Chattahoochee River in Columbus; the Class II section of the
Ogeechee River; the swamps of the Alapaha River; and the narrows
of the Suwannee River in Okefenokee Swamp, among others;


Georgia's water trails: Easy-to-reference formatting helps to
locate the thirteen official water trails within the book; descriptions
include newly developed boat launches and water trail website
addresses;


All new maps: Maps are now oriented vertically or horizontally
(No more maps with a diagonal orientation!); and


Tables with latitude/longitude coordinates: Data is provided for
all 771 access points.


Many paddlers, organizations, and outfitters had a hand in this update, for which I'm grateful. GCA members who helped with this edition
include Roger Nott, Steve Cramer, Michael Moody, Dan MacIntyre, Tom
Welander, Dan Allison, and James Lossick. Enduring content provided by
other GCA members continues to figure prominently: Gary DeBacher, Allen
Hedden, Dick Hurd, and Dan Roper. This book is far better from their
involvement and love of Georgia's waterways.
The new version of Canoeing & Kayaking Georgia will be available in
September at your local bookstore and at MenashaRidge.com. EL

Rivers don't change that often, but the community's relationship to our
rivers has changed quite a bit in the last ten years. Thanks to the trails
movement, precipitous embankments are being replaced with welcoming
boat launches that boast permeable-surfaced parking lots, port-a-johns, and
graceful entry points to the water. The Georgia River Network generously
helped integrate accurate information on these dynamic changes.
Our family's personal on-the-water experiences paddling hundreds of
trips in Georgia were helpful, too, particularly in creating lists of
"Recommended Runs." This new feature highlights Georgia's best river
segments for seclusion, wildlife, overnight camping trips, family trips, remote
wilderness, and more.
Other highlights of the new book include:
Detailed information on five waterways new to the book: Murder
Creek, Little Tallapoosa River, and three Southwest Georgia creeks:
Muckalee, Kinchafoonee, and Ichawaynochaway;


Photo by Rick Thompson
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Georgia River Network's Fall Float

Winter Paddling Gear

By Joe Cook

by Jim Tebbel

The Blue Springs of Florida are well known paddling destinations
for GCA members, but what might come as a surprise to many is that we
have those very same blue hole springs right here in Georgia, and the
place to see them is on the Flint River.

This article is aimed at new paddlers looking toward their first
Winter of paddling in the Southeast. The winter rains bring free-flow
back to dry rivers, and give us a lot more options than the damreleased rivers. The rafts are gone and it’s just the die-hard paddlers
out on the rivers. So what do you need to enjoy the winter paddling
season? During my first season, I bought a wetsuit, polypro long underwear, splash jacket and gloves. A couple cold swims convinced me that:
(1) I needed to learn to roll, (2) I needed to learn the skills to stay
upright, and (3) I didn’t have the same gear as the other kids.

Between Albany and Bainbridge, the Flint sports at least 20
springs that rival those better-known Florida springs…you just don’t get
the manatees. Wilson Blue Hole, The Boat, Bovine, The Cave, Hog Parlor,
Radium, Blowhole, and Riverbend are breathtakingly beautiful spots awaiting Georgia River Network’s Fall Float on the Flint set for October 9-12.
For participants in last year’s four-day, 70-mile group paddle
adventure on the Flint, the springs were undoubtedly one of the highlights
as day-time temperatures were perfect for dips in the cool, clear spring
water. This year’s trip will feature on-river camping at Rocky Bend Flint
River Retreat, nightly educational programs and entertainment, visits to
the Jones Ecological Research Center, Covey Rise Quail Plantation and the
Flint RiverQuarium, and of course, four days of beautiful paddling.
Proceeds from the trip benefit Georgia River Network and Flint
Riverkeeper and their efforts to protect the Flint and Georgia’s other
paddling paths. Registration is $220 for adults, $175 for children 8-17
and $35 for children under 8. The fee includes event t-shirt, boat decal,
maps and river descriptions, a year’s membership to Georgia River Network, camping with bath facilities, shuttles to campsites, entertainment,
activities, and educational programs. Breakfast, dinner and sack lunches
are provided for an additional fee and can be purchased when you register.
Registrations will be taken through September 25 or until all
spaces are filled at http://www.garivers.org/paddle_georgia/fallfloat.html.
The trip is limited to the first 175 registrants.
For those who have not explored South Georgia’s paddling routes,
the lower Flint is a great introduction. From Albany to Bainbridge, there
are a surprising number of small shoals, but the scenery is pure South
Georgia with Spanish moss-draped cypress and wide sandbars. Combine
that with the camaraderie that has become the signature of Georgia River
Network’s Paddle Georgia events, and you have the making of a great
time on what is arguably one of Georgia’s most beautiful and certainly
most diverse rivers.
To learn more, visit the Fall Float website or contact Paddle
Georgia Coordinator Joe Cook at 706-409-0128. A Youtube video from last
year’s Fall Float on the Flint can be viewed at https://youtu.be/
MKY9WGUV-Cs. EL

Before my second Winter, I had ditched the wet suit and
gotten the standard stuff. Here it is: For your hands, pogies are essential for winter paddling. They are neoprene mittens that attach with
Velcro on your paddle and capture the heat from your hands. They
should have a fairly wide opening so that you can easily get your
hands in and out as needed. They aren’t intended to be water tight or
dry, but they do keep your hands warmer as your fingers can warm
each other, like a mitten. Pogies are worn without any gloves and are
much warmer. Order early because pogies can be in short supply by
Christmas, as my wife found out.

For your body, a drysuit with booties is everyone’s best friend.
With latex gaskets at the neck and wrists, you’ll stay dry inside the
suit and can wear technical layers under it as appropriate to stay comfortably warm. Polypropylene, wool, or fleece work well without adding
too much bulk. Don’t be surprised if you sweat inside the suit while

Continued on page 6

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share
information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links
to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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Winter Paddling gear, continued
actively paddling. Many drysuits are one-piece, entered thru a zipper in
front or back. Some newer designs are two-piece that zip at the waist,
and there are also some that are separate pants and top. Drysuits
without booties will have latex around the ankles. Most drysuits offer a
relief zipper. Drysuits can cost as much as a new kayak, and should be
cared for. Rinse them in clean water to keep them free from dirt and
sand after each use. Wetsuits like the Farmer John are a less-expensive
option, but many paddlers will upgrade to the drysuit after their first
season in a wetsuit.
For your feet, wool socks can be worn inside drysuit booties,
and wear river shoes over the drysuit bootie. You will likely need a
larger shoe to accommodate the drysuit bootie and wool sock than
during summer paddling, although I’ve been able to use the same
stretchy neoprene boots both summer and winter. Take extra care with
drysuit booties, they are probably the most likely place to develop a
leak. Don’t walk around in them without a shoe protecting them, and
use a towel or matt to stand on when changing. Getting sand or gravel
on the booties will shorten the life. If not wearing a drysuit with booties, neoprene socks can be worn inside river shoes or neoprene boots.

For your head, a wool or lightweight neoprene helmet liner should fit
inside your helmet, adjust your paddling as necessary.
The fitting of your PFD needs to be adjusted; expect to let out the
straps a bit to accommodate the extra winter layers.
In your boat, adjust your hip padding as necessary for the extra layers.
You may need to take out a foam insert or two.
SYOTR. EL

Tallulah Rescue Story and photo by Clay Nash
The year was probably around 1995 or 1996 and it was July
4th weekend. A young man in his late twenties was visiting the Tallulah
River with his aunt and uncle to scatter his mother’s ashes. After scattering the ashes, he took some private time away from his aunt and
walked upstream a bit. At some point, he slipped and fell in the water
just above a rapid. His aunt and uncle heard him scream but when
they went to investigate, he was nowhere to be found. It was as if he
had disappeared. As they searched and tried to take in what had happened, his hat and the contents of his pockets surfaced and swirled in
the eddy below. Now this was before cell phone service and you had to
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drive three miles to the camp host and have them call for help. It
is a volunteer fire and rescue squad and a holiday weekend. My
wife Jan and I had just sat down at the Clayton Cafe when the
Volunteer Fire Department tones dropped. By the time I got on
scene it had already been over half an hour since his aunt heard
him scream out. The initial river bank search had already been
done and we pretty much had determined we were there for a
body recovery, all we had to do was find it. I took a long stick
and started probing the cracks and crevices working my way in
and around the rapid listening for the clunk, clunk clunk of wood
hitting rock. I made my way to the rock in the center of the
river and probed the river right chute. Clunk, clunk, squish. Dammit. Clunk, clunk, squish. I called my chief over and we started
setting the plan for recovery. Now I had been paddling for 15
years or so at this point as a kayaker and instructor and was
trained in swift water rescue, and my chief had been a Battalion
Chief for Rockdale County for 25 years. We knew what we were
up against and had the coroner on the way. It wasn't going to be
easy. This rapid is similar to Left Crack on the Chattooga. It is
kind of funnel shaped; water goes in and comes out the bottom.
Anything else and, well, you get the point. We decided to try and
reduce the water flow coming into that chute to make recovery
safer and easier. There were plenty of people there with nothing
to do but watch so we started constructing a weir upstream to
send as much water as possible to the left bank and ease the
flow of water coming into the chute where the body was located.
We had reduced the flow by about half and set up a ladder in
the rapid to work from. We went back to the rock with a pike
pole to try and hook his clothing. The pike pole has a dull hook
for pulling ceilings and moving things around in a fire. It seemed
like the right tool to start with, especially since the aunt and
uncle were still on the scene. It had been well over an hour by
now and the coroner was there. One of the EMTs pushed the pole
Continued on page 7
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Tallulah Rescue, continued
down into the rapid till he felt the body and twisted till he felt the
resistance of clothing and slowly pulled toward the surface. We started
to see something white come toward the surface and figured we were
making progress. I can still see the look on the EMT's face as he asked
the question. How is his hand wrapped around like that? He's alive. Our
minds raced at the task in front of us. I looked at Chief Daniel and
said. "You know, we may lose him trying to get him out." He did not
respond, but I knew he and I were thinking the same thing. Once he
came out of his air pocket that was it. We had one chance. If you look
at the picture there is a plume of water halfway down the drop. That is
about where the hand was. The EMT took a loop of rope and tied off
to the wrist, and we made a plan to pull him back out the way he
went in. The Rescue Squad and Firefighters pulled with all their might.
The clear green water started to fill with a white shape and then you
could start to make out the shape of a man, then a face and then he
stopped. He face was only a couple inches from the surface. You could
see his expression. You could see the panic set in. He wasn't going to
make it to the surface. He was stuck, and he was no longer in an air
pocket. The EMT jumped down the ladder and cupped his hands over
the mans face to try and give him an air pocket, his face was literally
an inch from the surface. The man screamed, “I'm stuck, roll me over”.
We twisted his body and got his head to the surface, pulled again and
his body came to the surface and out of the rapid. Nearly two hours
underwater. He was hypothermic, and had taken quite a beating going
into the rapid but after a few days in the hospital he was able to
return home. The rescue has a big impact on me to this day and I
always slow down a little and reflect as I pass by this spot on the river .

EL

CLEANUP OF CHESTATEE/ETOWAH RIVERS
OCTOBER 10, 2015, 9:00 AM
SPONSORED BY LUMPKIN COALITION

AS PART OF THE RIVERS ALIVE ANNUAL WATERWAY CLEANUP
(Location and Directions in Text Below)
Rivers Alive is Georgia's annual volunteer waterway cleanup event that
targets all waterways in the State including streams, rivers, lakes, beaches, and wetlands. The mission of Rivers Alive is to create awareness of
and involvement in the preservation of Georgia's water resources. Rivers
Alive is sponsored by the Georgia Department of Natural Resources Environmental Protection Division's Georgia Adopt-A-Stream Program and the
Georgia Department of Community Affairs' Keep Georgia Beautiful Program.

On Saturday, October 10, 2015, Lumpkin Coalition will sponsor a cleanup of
the publicly accessible areas of the Chestatee and Etowah Rivers in Lumpkin
County (and possibly Yahoola Creek, Zwerner Reservoir, and Etowah River
through Dawson Forest).
The cleanup will include both paddling teams and land-based teams for sites
at public access points. Participants will determine which teams they wish to
join.
Interested individuals, paddling, environmental, and special-interest outdoor
groups, students and youth groups, civic organizations and church groups
are all invited to participate. All ages will be welcomed. All receive a
Rivers Alive t-shirt (to the extent they last).
The following land sites and river sections will be targeted by need and by
number and interests of persons participating.
LAND TEAMS – Will be needed to comprise teams for the following sites:




CHESTATEE
Coppermine Road bridge area and around
Coppermine Rapid
Highway 52, 60, 400 areas
Lumpkin County Recreation Park






ETOWAH
Hightower Church Road bridge area
Jay Bridge Road bridge area
Highway 52, 9, and 136 bridge areas
Castleberry Road bridge area



PADDLING TEAMS – Persons will be needed to comprise paddling teams (at
least 2 boats per team, preferably more) for the following river sections
(times are for normal paddling only; total time will be longer due to shuttle
and cleanup):
CHESTATEE
 Coppermine Rapid to Highway 52 – about 2.5 hours. Experienced
paddlers.
 Highway 52 to Appalachian Outfitters – about 2 hours. Easy paddle –
no experience required.
 Appalachian Outfitters to Highway 60 Launch – about 2 hours. No
experience required.
 Highway 60 Launch to Lumpkin County Recreation Park – about 3
hours. No experience required.

Continued on page 8
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Cleanup, continued
ETOWAH
 Hightower Bridge to Jay Bridge – about 5 hours. Experienced paddlers.
 Jay Bridge to Chuck Shoals - about 2 hours. No experience required.
 Chuck Shoals to Castleberry Bridge – about 3 hours (with mandatory
portage at Etowah Falls). Some experience required.
 Castleberry Bridge to Highway 136 – about 6 hours (water level will
determine). The “tunnel” section - some experience required.
 May add Dawson Forest section in Dawson County – about 3 hours
plus shuttle – no experience required.

miles. Note the “3865” sign on the right. If you cross the Etowah River,
turn around and go back 1/10th mile.
From Atlanta: Drive north on Highway 400 about 42 miles above 285 to the
third red light beyond the North Georgia Premium Outlets. Take a left on
Highway 136. In 6 miles, take a right at the 4-way stop on Highway 9.
Drive 7 miles to the 3865 sign. If you cross the Etowah River, turn around
and go back 1/10th mile. EL

YAHOOLA CREEK AND ZWERNER RESERVOIR
May add these, depending on number of participants.
MEETING TIME AND PLACE
Meet at 9:00 AM at Hilyer residence, 3865 Dawsonville Highway, Dahlonega
(directions below).
Enjoy coffee, juice, and bagels.
Organize into land and river teams.
Obtain Rivers Alive t-shirt.
Sign liability release and disperse to various areas.
Return for burgers/dogs and beverage.
Submit report on trash-collected.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, call or e-mail Elvin or Nancy Hilyer:
Elvin cell 706 429 6011 or elvin3865@gmail.com
Nancy cell 706 429 7079
RSVP IF POSSIBLE
It would be helpful, but not essential, to know if you are coming. Notify
Elvin at email address or telephone number above and let him know your
preference to be on a land team or an on-river team (and type boat you
will be paddling if on-river). Let him know also:
(1) if you have a tandem boat and have a “vacant seat” for a paddler
without a boat; (2) if you wish to paddle and need such a “vacant seat” –
will match to extent possible.
Directions to 3865 Dawsonville Highway, Dahlonega
From any direction: Park in the eyebrow turnoff or along the highway.
From Dahlonega: Drive west on Highway 9 toward Dawsonville about 6 mi.
from town square. Cross Etowah River and go about 1/10th mile to second
driveway on left. Note sign “3865.”
From Dawsonville: Drive east on Highway 9 toward Dahlonega about 9

Photos by Rick Thompson
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Donate to Save the Ocoee and Get a Sticker!
Written by STEPHEN WALKERAugust 20, 2015
We are thrilled to announce that the GCA Board voted to donate $2,500 from the GCA River Access Fund to the Ocoee
River Council-Save the Ocoee. You can donate to the River Access fund specifically for the Save the Ocoee on
www.Gapaddle.com. The club will match donations dollar for dollar up to an additional $2,500.





$10 donation – select either a GCA Save the Ocoee Sticker or a Jeff West memorial sticker
$15 donation – receive BOTH stickers in the same color of your choice
You can submit multiple orders to select different colors
We are very grateful to Jeff’s family who gave permission to use the memorial sticker to help raise funds to
secure recreational releases on the river Jeff loved and called home.
More information about Save The Ocoee can be found at http://savetheocoee.org/

S AV E T H E O C O E E $ 1 0

S AV E T H E O C O E E $ 1 0

G E T B O T H S T I C K E R S F O R Y O U R $ 1 5 D O N AT IO N
TO S AV E T H E O C O E E P R O J E C T
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by Whitney Crouch wcrouch@timescourier.com
As published in the Times Courier of Gilmer County on August 19, 2015

wear a traditional kayak skirt because if he flips he cannot disengage it
from the boat and swim to safety.
“After much pondering and budgeting, I got him a bellyak for
Christmas,” stated Lea, referring to a kayak-shaped boat designed to be
ridden on one’s stomach. Instead of using a paddle, the rider uses his or
her arms to maneuver through the water.

William Blakely has not let a diagnosis of cerebral palsy keep
him from pursuing a life of adventure. Although he spends the bulk of
his time in a wheelchair, the 16-year-old Gwinnett County resident
has been scuba-diving, hang-gliding and rock climbing.

Excited about the new challenge, Blakely started practicing in pool
and lake settings and performed drills with Team River Runner representatives Dan Brady and Greg Garrard.

“I mainly just like doing these things for fun,” observed the
teen. “I love being outside, and I like meeting new people.”

“William trained for six months to build enough strength to be
able to control the bellyak on moving current. It was great to support him
through the reward trip of all that work,” said Brady, a Gilmer resident.

Wheelchair-bound teen feeds appetite for adventure on Cartecay River

His most recent adventure was boating down Gilmer County’s
Cartecay River. The trip was made possible by the Atlanta chapter of
Team River Runner. The nationwide nonprofit primarily focuses on
introducing veterans of the armed forces to the joy of paddle sports,
but it also supports some individuals, like Blakely, with physical challenges.
Preparing for the trip
Prior to his journey down the Cartecay, Blakely had ridden in
tandem boats with experienced paddlers and also worked with Gilmer
native Joe Gudger to earn a kayaking merit badge for Boy Scouts.
“As far as paddling his own boat, the challenges to paddling,
even with adaptations, have been huge,” noted Blakely’s mother,
Tammy Lea.
In addition to balancing problems, metal plates in his hips
prevent Blakely from being able to sit in a kayak, and he cannot

A new kind of freedom
On July 4, Blakely travelled to the put-in of the Cartecay and set
out to tackle his first whitewater river in his bellyak. Lea, who has been
kayaking since 2011 and volunteers with Team River Runner, described the
Gilmer river as a short run that, depending on the water level, still offers
interesting challenges for boaters. Looking back on his trip down the river,
Blakely observed, “I honestly wasn’t scared at all. I was excited about it ...
I’m in my chair most of the day, so it felt good. I don’t always go
kayaking either, so that felt really good as well.”

Although his boat did turn over several times, Blakely noted his
experience was not unusual for a first-timer on the river. “Everybody flips
over and swims on their first trip down,” he said.
Blakely’s mother faced her own set of challenges during the trip.
“I was trying not to be the most worried mom on the planet,.”
Expounding further in a Facebook post, she wrote, “As a parent,
it’s been hard not being overprotective with my younger son (as he learns)
how to paddle. It was even harder watching William out on the water and
trusting someone else to keep him safe. Dan (Brady) had to gently tell me
to chill out, but I still had some anxiety going on.”

In spite of her concerns, she knew she could trust Brady and
Garrard “implicitly” to protect her son, so she focused her attention on
helping her younger child, who was also on the trip.

William Blakely, left, rides a bellyak down the Cartecay River. Also pictured is
Team River Runner volunteer Greg Garrard.
Photo by Dan Allison

While describing the river trip, the mother observed, “William
paddled hard, and followed directions well. Like any newbie, there’s a
learning curve, and one of the things he had to learn was not to hit a
rock sideways. He had a couple of swims on the first half, but Dan and
Greg were right alongside of him, to help get him back on the bellyak.
And every time he flipped, he swam hard and came up laughing.”
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Wheelchair Bound, continued
Looking back to the outing, Brady added, “On the Fourth of
July we were able to give William independence from his wheelchair
for a few hours. Although it was not intentional, the timing added an
extra special meaning to the trip. One of my favorite moments from
the trip was when we took a break at a sandy spot on the side of
the river. We sat William up against a kayak and he shared a snack
with Greg. At that moment I saw two men laughing and talking
about the joys of the river while smiling ear to ear. I could tell that
William’s wheelchair was the last thing on his mind at that moment!”
As Lea recalled, upon reaching the take-out Blakely was
carried on the bellyak “like a Turkish sultan” to the waiting shuttle,
and later that afternoon, a man who had heard of the teen’s adventure made a point of coming over “to shake William’s hand and tell
him how much he respected him.”
‘Get out and enjoy life’
Lea applauded her son for his willingness to try new things
and tackle challenges. Laughing, she said, “I would not have the
courage to go down Blackberry Falls in a bellyak face first.”

She went on to recall that when Blakely was younger, he
often would say, “I can’t do this. It’s too hard.” He has learned,
however, how to push through his fears. His persistence has paid off,
and he received the 2015 Gwinnett County High School Positive Athlete Award for Adaptive Sports.
“I think I will continue to pursue and enjoy river sports as
long as I possibly can,” said Blakely, who would like to attend Georgia College and pursue a degree in either exercise science or outdoor
education. In keeping with his “can-do” spirit, the teen issued a
challenge encouraging people “to get out and enjoy life while you still
can because one day you won’t be able to do certain things that you
(like) to do.”
More information about Team River Runner can be found at
www.teamriverrunner.org. Click on the “Chapters” tab to find out
EL
more about the Atlanta group and how to get involved.
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Mentally Preparing for a Personal First Descent
by Bryan Bonner
Let me start by saying this is how I mentally prepare for a
personal first descent, or PFD, of a river. I believe each person is different in the way they handle stress or nervousness. When it comes to
stepping up to a new river or a new class of paddling, you have to find
what works for you. If you see a concept here that you think can help
you, try it. I have always been a fan of sports, and I use a lot of the
same mental preparation used in the sports world when it comes to my
kayaking. I have a pregame, game-time and post-game strategy. There is
probably no better opponent to test your mental preparation than Section
4 of the Chattooga River. Everyone in the paddling community has heard
of incidents on this river. It’s enough to make your PFD a head game
before you even set shuttle. Here is how I approached my recent PFD of
Section 4 using the strategy above.
Pregame- Study Your Opponent:
“Film Room”: I have no idea how paddlers prior to YouTube or Vimeo
ran a river without video. It’s such an important part of my preparation.
When it comes to film study, I look at video with both scouting and inboat footage. I use the scouting videos to see eddies, concerns and get a
general idea of the lines. But, I have found the in-boat footage to be the
most useful. I watch the lines people take and pick out features in the
rapid in which I need to reach as I paddle. Call them checkpoints. I know
if I paddle to these points, it’s like connecting the dots and I should have
a good line to the eddy I want to reach.
Guidebooks/AWA website: I do use guidebooks and the American Whitewater Website to gather more information about my opponent. Consider it
a peek into the playbook of the other team. The river is going to run
this many plays (rapids) at me. The playbook has names like “Corkscrew”,
“Soc’em Dog” and others. How am I going to defend against these plays?
The best part, it’s like a cheat sheet. I arrive with my strategy already in
place for each one of the plays. I also need to consider if my opponent
has “muscled up” and do I need to change my game plan (including
postponing if needed).
“Consult with other players” This can be your best and worst sort of
information. When seeking information from other paddlers, you need to
ask several questions. Have you run the river and do you feel I am
ready? Next question, “Did you run every play (rapid) or were you on
the sideline (portaging)? We all compare ourselves to other paddlers. You
hear that Johnny “ran” Section 4 and you know your skills are
Continued on page 13
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
Sept 5-6

Hiawassee River paddle. Contact Brannen Proctor Phone: 770.664.7384 Email Brannon Proctor: bproctor@mindspring.com

Sept 18 - 20

GCA Fall Gala

Sept 19

French Broad River Email Todd McGinnis: paddlin@bellsouth.net

Oct 18

Metro Hooch Membership Paddle and officer elections Email Todd McGinnis: paddlin@bellsouth.net

Email Todd McGinnis: paddlin@bellsouth.net

Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://www.gapaddle.com. For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.
EL

2015-16 GCA OFFICER CANDIDATES ANNOUNCED
The Nominating Committee has finalized a new slate of GCA Officers for the 2015-16 term. A huge “Thank you!” goes out to these volunteers who are making
themselves available as officers to ensure the continued viability of the club. Without this kind of support, the club could not continue to exist.
The candidates are:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Jay Davis
Jenny Taylor
Michael Thompson
Vincent Payne

The election will take place prior to the Metro Chattahoochee membership paddle on Sunday, October 18th. Other nominations may be made from the floor at
the meeting. Anyone being nominated must agree to serve if elected. Details of the meeting time and place are available in another article in the newsletter
and on the GCA web site at www.gapaddle.com. Your attendance and participation are encouraged.
EL

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Call Cruisemaster Robert Iseley at 678-325-8630. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all types of trips,
from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate
a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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First Descent, continued

comparable to him. When you start into “Entrance” is not the best time
to be told Johnny said the rocks were slippery as hell while carrying his
boat. Get honest information from people that know you and your skills.
Game Day- It’s Time to Execute:

“The Locker Room”: I look at setting shuttle as getting ready to take the
field. I have my pregame playlist blaring in my truck. If you have ever
ridden with me to set shuttle, you know this is true. However, what you
may not know is that I listen to the same songs before I get on any river.
This includes my home river of Columbus. Why? It lets my mind know that
it’s game time. When I hear “Not Strong Enough” by Apocalyptica, I can
feel myself getting into that river “focus mode”. Most of my playlist includes songs that start slow, then kick-in and then fade out. It matches
my paddle style on most rivers (leave peaceful eddy, run hard, enter
peaceful eddy). I also use this time to visualize my strategy in my mind
one more time.
“Kick-off”: Now it’s time to go. I’ve used all my resources to prepare for
my opponent. Now it’s all about focus and execution. If you have ever met
me, one thing you will never say is that I am a quiet person. But, you
put me on a Class IV/V PFD and I shut up quick. I’ve been mistaken as
being nervous and that may be true to a point. What I am really doing is
focusing on my game plan. I also prepare myself for the unexpected. For
example, while running “Toaster Slot” I tweaked my back and starting
having back spasms. At the takeout, I could hardly walk without pain.
On the river, I remained so involved in executing what I needed to do
that I blocked it out and focused on what was next. Focus conquers fear
when you are prepared.

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT
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“Post game”: You stand victorious after your run and feel like
celebrating. However, I don’t let that be the end of my PFD. I go
back now and watch my own video footage from the run. What
could I have done better? While focused on my lines, did I miss a
certain feature on the river to pay attention to next time? How can
I become a better paddler from my experience?
Thank you for allowing me to share my preparation for a
PFD. I hope you can find something here to add to your own
strategy. Again, find YOUR best approach. I look forward to new
EL
rivers and new adventures with all of you.

Mossy Creek
Photo by Rick Thompson

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf for-

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.

mat. To subscribe, contact Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734 or
heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta,
GA 30357.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: the_eddyline@yahoo.com.

When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you
on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve
software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.

Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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WHITEWATER WARRIORS AND WARRIORETTES WEEKEND
August 14-16, 2015
By Chief Silver Fish (aka Jack Taylor)
The Whitewater Warriors and Warriorettes Weekend succeeded once again and fun was had by all. We had about thirty warriors
and warriorettes attending all or parts of the weekend. The weekend
weather prediction changed to expected showers, but they did not
occur. This reduced attendance 12.36 percent. The Pow-wow around
the campfire Saturday night was well attended and very much enjoyed, but Chief Silver Fish cut it a little too short. This will not
happen at the next WWW Weekend.
We are happy to announce two new WWW Chiefs. Jim
Albert coordinated the full Nantahala paddle on Saturday. Jim is now
WWW Chief Eats No Buffalo. Deborah Reed coordinated the Tuckaseegee trip on Sunday. Deborah is now WWW Chief Runamuck.
Congratulations to our two new WWW Chiefs. Oh, yes, this automatically makes them coordinators on the next WWW Weekend.
Chief Gray Wolfe (Jim Tebbel) coordinated the Nantahala
paddle on Friday to kick off WWW Weekend. Jim had about 13
paddlers, and the nine who ran the falls all ran it successfully. This
set the bar high at the falls for WWW Weekend.
Chief Swims Without Fear (Lisa Haskell) coordinated the
French Broad trip on Saturday that was a big hit. She had about
eight paddlers who enjoyed the paddle and appreciated her efforts.
Chief Bald Eagle (Marshall Busko), who was nourishing a
whitewater paddling wound, coordinated the Tuckaseegee trip on
Saturday. He had about nine paddlers of all skill levels. Chief
Silver Fish (Jack Taylor) gave a slow motion upstream dumping
demonstration at Lean or Tump Rapid. No other paddlers swam all
day on the Tuck. Wounded Chief Bald Eagle also paddled the Tuck
on Sunday.
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Many thanks to all the WWW Weekend trip coordinators.
As planned, Scouting Parties went to Bryson City restaurants for
dinner both Friday and Saturday nights. Four WWW paddlers had a BBQ
dinner at Rib Country Sunday evening.
Yes, if the Great Whitewater Warrior in the sky is willing, we will
have another Whitewater Warrior/Warriorettes Weekend next year.
May you be mooned by a pretty full moon.

EL

Trip Report -Lake Lanier
River Forks Campground By Rick Thompson
I am always looking for great places to take my son for the weekend and the name of the campground was appealing. The tent campsite cost
$20 a night and was fully equipped with power and water. The bathhouse was
close and very clean. The beach area had a nice green lawn and a sandy
waterfront. We settled into camp and then headed to the lake to paddle.
There were a few kids playing by the water as we approached the shore. We
shouted a friendly "Hello" and they came over to inspect the kayak. Jackson
answered all of their questions surprisingly well and invited them to paddle.
Curious to try it out, a young man hopped in and paddled around a bit. He
was doing great! Jackson climbed aboard and they both played together nicely. Grateful for the boating experience, the young man asked Jackson if he
wanted to try out some fishing. He said yes. The young man showed him how
to fish and before long Jackson had caught his first fish.
EL

There was a pickup WWW paddling trip (with waiver) on
Sunday on the Nantahala. There were about six paddlers on this
trip. If someone took the responsiblity to coordinate this trip, please
let me know. Also, let me know what WWW Chief name you would
like.
Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2015, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060
Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 7023
Atlanta, Georgia 30357
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

